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A Memorandum of Understanding signing
ceremony for partnership between CloudNET
Co,.Ltd & Cambodia Microfinance Association
(CMA) was held on 09 September 2016 at
CloundNET Co,.Ltd office, Phnom Penh.
Mr. MEAS Sam Ol, Business Manager at
CloudNET said, “The purpose of this MOU is to
introduce a software program called CloudNET
Core-Banking System, which is a Web-based
core program that is user-friendly for the needs
of microfinance institutions and other leasing
companies in Cambodia.

ABOUT CLOUDNET CO., LTD
CloudNET Co., Ltd a Cambodian owned
company founded in June 2014. It is a deep
industry-specific solution for professional
services, software, web services, ecommerce,
security system and wholesale distribution.
CloudNET Co., Ltd has proven its expertise in
encompassing low cost and yet high quality and
reliable software solutions and flexible
deployment options that give customers a choice
to run their businesses in the cloud, on-site, or
both.
The strength of CloudNET Co., Ltd lies in its
outstanding model of project execution that
makes it possible for the timely delivery of the
most complicated and advanced software
engineers from the top notch Technical and
Research Institutes in the country, CloudNET
Co., Ltd offers dedicated services at all stages of
the project – from the initial specification to the
final delivery and maintenance with a 24/7
technical support.

Seeing the rapid growth and development in the
banking sector and microfinance institutions
which have been an essential driving force to
boost economic growth and reduce poverty in
Cambodia, CouldNET Co., Ltd is pleased to
introduce a new financial software program
specializing in operating smart, fast
transactions, at low-cost, easy to use anywhere,
and flexible to the user needs. It can fulfil all the
needs for Microfinance to achieve its vision and
mission which is called CloudNET CoreBanking System program.
As a software program service provider
officially recognized by the Cambodia
Microfinance Association (CMA), we believe
that the CloudNET Core-Banking System
program will be able to support the cooperation
between all members and stakeholders in the
microfinance sector in Cambodia, to faster
develop and grow with sustainability.

CloudNET Co., Ltd can help its customers
increase their business outputs through an
application of the latest technical tools and a
careful handling of the changing dynamic of
offshore software development. CloudNET Co.,
Ltd provides quality service to its customers to
conduct their businesses even more creatively
and effectively. We balance project duration and
product development efforts to suit your
business needs.
Please take some picture from this Link:
https://www.facebook.com/cloudnet.cambodia/
?pnref=story

